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Abstract. The key advantages of a well-designed multidimensional database is its ability to allow as many users as possible across an organisation to simultaneously gain access and view of the same data. Large spatial datasets evolve from scientific activities (from recent days) that tends to generate large databases which always come in a scale nearing terabyte of data size and in most cases are multidimensional. In this paper, we look at the issues pertaining to large spatial datasets; its feature (for example views), architecture, access methods and most importantly design technologies. We also looked at some ways of possibly improving the performance of some of the existing algorithms for managing large spatial datasets. The study reveals that the major challenges militating against effective management of large spatial datasets is storage utilization and computational complexity (both of which are characterised by the size of spatial big data which now tends to exceeds the capacity of commonly used spatial computing systems owing to their volume, variety and velocity). These problems fortunately can be combated by employing functional programming method or parallelization techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION:

Attention to location, spatial interaction, spatial structure and spatial processes lies at the heart of activities in several disciplines today and as such demands the urgent development of tools capable of analysing and managing such data which typically can only be represented by means of geometric features [1]. According to [2] the large volumes of spatial data available on a continuous or periodic basis in many fields, offers a potential for researchers to discover useful information and knowledge that has not been seen before. Spatial or geometric data structures organises objects based on space or geometry. Scientific activities these days (including surveys and exploration of Satellite and aerial images of the Earth) generate large spatial databases which always come in a scale nearing terabyte of data size. In most cases these databases are multidimensional (i.e. possessing varying attributes or dimension) and yet must be studied, visualised, interpreted and mined so as to extract qualitative, meaningful and useful information and new relationship. Unfortunately, because the huge sizes of the datasets hardly fits into main memory, constant improvement for disk based algorithm is frequently required in order to manage the versatility and the highly non-uniformed distribution that comes with the large datasets. According to [3], since most science data (including coordinates, time etc.) are multidimensional and continuous in nature, then the models or the equations built on them employ several of the variables where quantities (entities) are points in the multidimensional space and theories and model are hyper surfaces that establishes relationships between the variables. Multidimensional databases (see figure 1) enables
flexible, high performance access and analysis of large volumes of complex and interrelated data. The term multidimensional according to [4] is used to describe the characteristics of databases with refer to how large datasets are characterised and viewed. It could also mean the idea of using a data cube according to [5] to represent the dimensions of data available to a user; for example an object (taken as measure attribute) of the data cube could be viewed in different dimension (taken as feature attribute). One of the major challenges of large spatial datasets (for example the spatial data from databases like telephone calls, Census demographics, card payment, environmental records etc.) is the ability to accurately and optimally analyse the relationship within these enormous amount of datasets (which are associated with certain geographic locations) in the shortest period of time possible [6]. In this study, we have looked into the various types of challenges faced by large spatial datasets and we have also suggested ideas (based on several reviews) on how handle or tackle this challenges.

Figure 1: Example of a multidimensional dataset [4]

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK/ RELATED WORKS:

2.0 Large spatial dataset description:
Large spatial data sets can be seen as a result of accumulating samples or readings of phenomena in the real world while moving along two dimensions in space [6]. For a typical example of systems that could be referred to as a large spatial datasets, how they are generated, their various application areas and all the existing literature, see [7]. Spatial dataset can be described according to [8], as a data that has some connection with coordinates (in a 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional or even a higher dimensional space) as a property. Some examples include components on printed circuit boards, roads and houses on maps etc. [7] describes a large spatial dataset using four major paradigm including language, indexing, query processing, and visualization; according to the authors, an efficient system for managing large spatial datasets is expected to support these four components. Spatial datasets are large in quantity (because many spatial databases of real-world interest are very large, with sizes ranging from tens of thousands to millions objects) and are always complex in structures and relationships [8], these database can be seen as a collection of data objects over a particular multi-dimensional space. [2] stated that a spatial dataset is said to be large if it contains many attributes for each object, this according to him poses the problem of finding similarity among object that frequently co-locate with each other in such large databases. The concept of “bigness” or “largeness” in spatial data comes as a result of the fact that the contents of spatial dataset are richer in depth and breadth with varied types, complex structures and increasing data volumes that comes as a result of growing spatial data features, this size problem poses the challenge of inefficient interpretations and increased time complexity [9]. The notion of big spatial data is an evidence of the fact that the conventional tools, techniques and hardware existing about a decade ago have met with the limitations in handling the size and volume of the data that comes from geometric information systems and devices [10]. The idea of Big Spatial Data describes a set of data whose size (volume), complexity (variability), and rate of growth (velocity) according to [11], make them complex
to be collected, managed, processed or analysed by current technologies and tools. In the study of the analysis of large datasets, two (2) terms has been carefully defined by [35].

a. Large: defined for the size of a dataset as the combination of two separate characteristics; the absolute number of data elements within a single data frame, and the number of data frames that make up the dataset

b. Multidimensional: the term that describes a data element as depending on two separate characteristics; the number of different attributes or dimensions embedded in the element, and the number of unique values each attribute can represent (e.g., a binary, multivalued, or continuous attribute)

2.1 Related Works:

Though a great number of works has been done relating to the topic of this article ([12]; [13]; [14]; [15]; [16]), they have mainly focused on the non-spatially related big data databases. Notwithstanding, a number of research has focused on the various challenges and opportunities facing spatial data as a “big data” element, and suggestions has also been put forward as to how these menace can be eradicated. In [17], A synthesises of the problems of big spatial data, major issues and challenges with current developments as well as recommendations for what needs to be developed further in the near future was emphasized. [18] explored several case studies with which they demonstrated the importance and benefits of the analytics of geospatial big data, including fuel and time saving, revenue increase, urban planning, and health care, they also introduced a new emerging platforms for sharing collected geospatial big data and for tracking human mobility via mobile devices. Some other authors who worked on this a similar topic include ([19]; [20]; [21]; [22]; [23]; [24]; [25]; [26]). As a little deviation, [25] provides an overview to spatial cyber infrastructure and also presents some potential future directions of spatial cyber infrastructure.

2.2 Architecture:

The present challenges facing the management of large spatial datasets/database as identified by ([7]; [9]; [10]; [27]) has necessitated inventing new software tools and techniques as well as parallel computing hardware architectures to meet the requirement of timely and efficient handling of the big data. With the increase in the volume of readily available spatial data from several location based applications, there has been a surge in the storage and the processing capabilities needs, this has led to the emergence the concept of parallel computing and several architectures have been proposed and frameworks have also been developed to take advantage of recent developments of hardware. Among these architectures and frameworks (of which distributed data model wherein it will be possible to access many storing and processing units is used) include: Network Computing, Hadoop Framework for distributed computing, Cloud computing platforms, CUDA Computing using the array of processors in GPUs manufactured by NVIDIA, and recently developed OpenMP programming model based on Intel Xeon Phi co-processors [10]. The Hadoop framework distributed computing has proven very useful in areas such as Biomedical Imagery analysis, Spatio-temporal data analysis, Geospatial data analysis and even many other applications involving large volumes of data. A description in [27] offers a new Spatial Database Design which is a Hadoop based framework for handling efficiently complex spatial queries with high performance, this framework employs the R-tree index structure for spatial databases applies the Hadoop framework to further improve the tree. Actually, there are two main part that constitutes the distributed paradigm (architecture) for managing large volume datasets, these include; a distributed file systems (of connected nodes that forms a cluster, for data storage – example Hadoop) and a programming model to process the data, which two main functions include mapping and reducing – example MapReduce. The mapper in this case receives an input key/value pairs from an input reader,
processes the pairs and outputs a transitional key/value pairs to the reducer which through the
partitioner collects the results of the sub-problems grouped based on their transitional key and
combines them using the programmer definition to form an output solution for the original
problem. Several versions of this distributed framework for large volume spatial database
management has been proposed including: [28]; [29]; [30]; [31]; [32]; [33]).

2.3 Design Technologies and Access Methods:

The database structure for relational databases differ enormously from that of spatial
databases. According to [9], spatial database structures are more complex than the table in
normal classical databases and the presence of both raster images and vector graphic makes
them extremely computationally complicated because in the most cases, the spatial object’s
attributes are not explicitly stored in the database. Further ways to highlight the characteristics
of large spatial datasets include heterogeneity, uncertainty, and sensitivity of time-space;
these characteristics put together presents a system whereby the data for a single spatial object
stored in various distributed location, built upon different structural framework and standard
yet must be viewed. Spatial data bases are built up of spatial data types, which in general can
come in form of Rasters or Vectors.

A. Representation of spatial data

Through the two (Raster and vector) basic models in figure 2, spatial data can be saved on a
computer system for processing. While the raster model represents data (discrete and
continuous entities) as a regular grid, where the value in each grid cell corresponds to the
characteristics of a spatial property at that specific location, the vector model assumes data
types like points, lines, polygons and regions as a means of representing varying levels of
detail of a real world object. Using the vector, one can endlessly enlarge an image without any
pixelation effect; in additions the vector data model is capable of effectively representing two
dimensional spatial features such as geological, medical and other scientific data [34]). In
general large spatial datasets are multidimensional data sets of information through which the
real world features can represented. This can be achieved using the raster or vector spatial
models that can represent natural or fabricated entities or even phenomena in a manner that
computer systems can interpret ([34]; [28]).


![Figure 2: spatial data representation](image)

B. Multidimensional database management

Generally speaking, multidimensional data elements are elements with two or more
dimensions [35]. We can see a spatial database as a dataset that describes the spatial/temporal
properties of a real world phenomena. Spatial databases are majorly implemented in a
geographical information system environment or in a spatial engine accessed through an
application programming interface (API), and sitting on top of a DBMS or in a universal
(object-relational) server with spatial extension or even in a web server with spatial viewer etc., all of which can be designed according to [3], using either a flat file, hierarchical, network, relational, object-oriented, multidimensional or hybrid structures. Furthermore, they can be organised in very diverse architectures such as stand-alone GIS, client-server solutions, intranets or spatial data warehouses. Gone are the days of a spatial database implemented solely on a stand-alone GIS [36]. The data in the spatial data warehouse (containing geographic data - satellite images, aerial photographs and also non-spatial data –example census dataset, highway traffic data etc.) are often modelled as a multidimensional space to facilitate Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) in the query engines, where queries typically combine data across many dimensions in order to detect trends and anomalies [37].

Relational table:

Classical relational database management systems (see figure 3) store data as numbers, alphabets, alphanumeric or even symbols, they can be used to link location to an attribute table describing what is found there. Nevertheless, Relational database technology is inadequate for managing large spatial data [38], and it is quite tedious to build a spatial database directly using a classical database model without an extension to handle spatial data types (or data models), spatial functions, and spatial indexes. This extension could either be done by extending existing relational models with object-oriented features or by adding a special row and table based data types into object-oriented databases [39]. Nevertheless according to [40], extended RDBMs like PostgreSQL’s PostGIS and similar methods like the multidimensional OLAP cubes are not generally good enough for higher dimensional data analysis.

C. Multidimensional data Structures:

Multidimensional arrays are the most effective and efficient ways of presenting large multidimensional dataset than the relational table but unfortunately, the performance advantages of storing multidimensional data in a multidimensional array (in certain cases) only increases as the size of the dataset increases but the relative performance disadvantages of storing non-multidimensional data in a multidimensional array increase as the size of the dataset increases.

![Figure 3: example of relational table](image)

Using the multidimensional relational array, the organizational structure of the database makes arithmetic operations that are of interest to users naturally easier to generate, also this makes the system more efficient to perform. In general, a properly implemented multidimensional database always defines a hierarchy that manages the intricate relationship that exist among large multidimensional dataset. Managing multidimensional spatial data deals with a total consideration of the view, rotation, range, query, architecture and accessibility of the
The information content in the multidimensional spatial, temporal or spectral domains of a data object represents real world features. Multidimensional database allow for the efficient and convenient storage and retrieval of large volumes of highly related data which can be stored, viewed and analysed from different viewpoint known as dimensions. In a multidimensional database, data can be viewed from different angles [41], this gives a broader perspective of a problem unlike other models.

C. Major Design issues

As we have mentioned earlier the four (4) major aspects to be considered in the analysis of large spatial datasets include: language, indexing, query processing, and visualization.

2.3.1. Language

The language aspect deals with complexities of spatial database management. According to [7], the underlying language for building a spatial database (which should contain basic spatial support including standard data types and functions), frequently employed for designing a spatial database provides nontechnical users access to system functionality without worrying about its implementation details. Fortunately, majority of recent systems for big non-spatial data analysis are designed with these portable simple high level language. For examples Hadoop uses Pig Latin [42], Hive uses HiveQL [43], etc.

2.2.2. Indexing

Spatial indexes according to [44] play a crucial role in spatial databases for the efficient execution of queries involving spatial constraints. A spatial database contains a huge collection of objects that are located in multidimensional space, as such, using an (appropriate data structure (spatial index) as a technology for management of spatial database; one is able to improve data retrieval efficiency by constructing the relationship between spatial position and spatial object [45]. Unlike traditional systems where data are not spatially organized [7], the spatial attributes of a spatial datasets must be taken into consideration in order to decide where to store each record so as to avoid sub-performance for spatial applications. Spatial databases support operators such as intersect and contain which are more computational complex compared to the conventional operators join or selection as such, efficient processing of queries that manipulating these spatial relationships relies upon auxiliary indexing structures [8]. Large spatial data are complex in structures and relationships therefore, in order to achieve fast query processing a typical spatial database needs an index. More so, because construction time and performance gain in query processing are very important in a large spatial databases, experiments has shown that efficient implementation of indexes in multidimensional data spaces is important [46]. Several numbers of index structures have been proposed to speed up spatial query processing; example of these structures include: Grid File, and Quad Tree, R-tree, X-tree etc. However migrating these indexes to other systems for big data is challenging given the different architectures used in each one [7], therefore generalised methods must be employed to support these indexes in other environments. Indexing in a spatial database (SD) deals with multi-dimensional objects which are associated with spatial coordinates, where search queries are based on the spatial properties of objects and not on the attribute values. A spatial (two-dimensional) index is typically meant to be optimised for spatial characteristics (size and x- and y-coordinates) of the object [47]. In [48] a description of the extension of the Generalized Index search tree [GIST] framework for efficient OLAP queries on a Spatial Data warehouse was given. The GIST provides 2 (predicate and gist) interfaces to extend.
2.2.3. Visualization

The visualization approach for large spatial datasets depends on their spatial dimension or extent, therefore in most cases, spatial attributes are directly and easily mapped to the two physical screen dimensions, whereby the resulting visualization describes the underlying phenomena (dimension and extent) and objects [6]. Some of the problems of visualizing large spatial dataset includes; plotting (which may present the problem of inappropriate conclusion through misleading visualizations if wrongly plotted). In general, there mainly three (3) spatial phenomena to visualize namely: point, lines and regions (areas).

Points: There are several examples of spatial datasets that can easily be viewed as point data e.g. oil wells, census demographics etc.

Lines: Examples are large telecommunication networks, internet, and boundaries between countries. Regions: Examples are lakes, and political units such as states or counties. Critically speaking according to [37], the major difference between conventional and spatial data warehouses lies in the visualization of the results, whereas conventional data warehouse OLAP results are often shown as summary tables or spread sheets of text and numbers, the result of spatial data warehouses may be *albums of maps*, moreso, it is not easy to convert the alpha-numeric output of a data cube on spatial data warehouses into an organized collection of maps. Multidimensional data visualization according to [35] involves representation of multidimensional data elements in a low dimensional environment, such as a computer screen or printed media, existing traditional visualization techniques are not well suited to solving this kind of problem.

2.2.4. Query Processing in Large Spatial Dataset:

An efficient and fast query response is one of the fundamental requirements of large spatial systems. Though SQL has become the best standard for data querying and can be used to express most spatial queries, it is often very difficult to write efficient SQL based queries due to structural differences in relational and spatial data programming models [49]. The fundamental functioning component to support spatial applications is spatial query processing according to [50], however, advanced techniques of spatial query processing are facing significant challenges as the data expand and user accesses increase. The need to constantly analyse large volumes of spatial data stored in a spatial data warehouse demands querying the warehouse/data store using spatial online analytical processing (SOLAP) systems. The diagram in figure 4 is an example spatial related query that could be operated on a spatial data warehouse. [48] proposed an efficient search algorithm which uses the predicate “Consistent” to find all the leaf nodes (actual data objects as referenced by an index) which are consistent with query predicate.in addition, a new state was also introduced for the “consistent” predicate called “Partial true” which work with a new search algorithm for efficient results during an online analytical processing (OLAP) query involving a spatial data warehouse.

![Figure 4: Example of a spatial queries on a large dataset](image-url)
Spatial query predicates are complex and typical spatial queries are based not only on the value of alphanumeric attributes but also on the spatial location, extent and measurements of spatial objects in a reference system. As such, spatial query processing over big spatial data requires intensive disk I/O accesses and spatial computation [50]. In order to approach the concern of efficient query processing, researchers nowadays rather adopt expressive query languages (in order to avoid worries over query translation, optimization and execution) instead of implementing programming APIs [49].

3 CHALLENGES OF LARGE (MULTIDIMENSIONAL) SPATIAL DATASETS MANAGEMENT

Large spatial datasets according to [27] are capable of accumulating highly detailed information, including multi-variable data sets, resulting in enormous storage and processing demands. The major challenge faced by large spatial dataset is the problem of storage utilization and computational complexity. Unfortunately, recent literature ([7]; [9]; [10]; [51]; [27]; [11]; [52]) has revealed that the urgent need to manage and analyse big spatial data is hindered by the lack of dedicated systems, techniques, and algorithms to support such data. Fighting the challenges associated with large spatial systems means managing a flood of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data in incongruent databases, both on-premises and in the cloud. [9] also added that the main challenge of processing large amounts of spatial data is compounded by the continuous expansion of spatial data in terms of depth, scope and scale all of which has rendered existing systems for processing spatially referenced application inadequate. [10] has pointed out that huge volumes of data acquired in different formats, having large complexity and non-stop generation have posed an insurmountable challenge in scientific and business world alike, as such, the conventional tools, techniques and hardware existing about a decade ago have met with the limitations in handling such data. [51] identified a number of the challenges facing large spatial datasets management in the concept of big data management:

- Time complexity in making useful data available for analysis
- The discovery of spatial and temporal correlations between different spatial data points (objects)
- Time complexity for data loading in order to make data available for use
- Creating appropriate spatial indexes to aid efficiency of processing
- Leveraging the code from spatial database applications developed over the years
- Ability to develop predictive analytics for various applications

The challenge of Big Spatial Data majorly emanates from the size (volume), complexity (variability), and rate of growth (velocity) according to [11], which makes them complex to be collected, managed, processed or analysed by current technologies and tools. In essence, [52] reported that combating the challenge facing Big Spatial Data analysis require ingenious steps for data analysis, characterized by its three main components: variety, velocity and volume”. [49] gave a brief summary of the major challenges facing large spatial datasets in recent times including: Large volumes of multi-dimensional data, high computational complexity and complex spatial queries

4 OPPORTUNITIES for LARGE SPATIAL DATASETS MANAGEMENT

According to [53] Big Data are datasets that are too large for traditional data-processing systems, that requires new technologies, like Hadoop, Hbase, MapReduce, MongoDB or Couch-DB. Despite all the formidable challenges militating against the success of spatial database management, it is interesting to know that evolution of the Hadoop [54] one of the
implementations of MapReduce [55] has provided us with the opportunity to efficiently process large scale data sets by exploiting parallelization. Latest technology trends for Big Data Technology include – Hadoop, MapReduce, Hadoop File System (HDFS), Apache SPARK (spatial spark). While some recent research ([29];[24]; [56]; [57]) has indicated that the importance of parallel and distributed programming for handling big data sets in the general context or even in the geospatial context is highly significant, some others researchers have suggested that functional programming concepts or languages such as Haskell, ML, Closure, Scheme, Lisp etc. ([58]; [59]; [60]; [17]), and other frameworks should be more appropriate. Functional programming (FP) according to [17] proves more efficient for handling geospatial big data streams as the concept of data race (which relates to the notion of concurrency) is eliminated and handled by strictly controlling the simultaneous access to mutable data. More so, [58], added that FP is a major breakthrough in the analysis of big spatial data due to its support for parallel computing and concurrency and its high performance.

Cloud Computing:

Cloud computing is a necessity for big spatial data management and the efficiency of spatial indexing for huge datasets at cloud computing environment cannot be over emphasized [45]. The goal of implementing the cloud based platform according to [61], is to solve the issues faced by traditional geospatial information platform, such as data-intensive, computing-intensive, and concurrent-intensive problems, this would in turn enhance the implementation of big geo-data analytics and management, provide geospatial information services for multi-departments of government, and facilitate information sharing. Cloud computing according to [62], is the use of resources that are delivered as a service over a network and due to the flexibility and scalability in cloud computing, now cloud computing plays an important role to handle a large-scale data analysis.

Spark technology

The spark technology [63] designed to exploit large main memory capacities, is built on the notion of Resilient Distributed Dataset and implemented using Scala, it utilizes built-in data parallel functions for vectors/collections (such as map, sort and reduce), which not only makes the programs more concise but also makes them parallelization friendly. [64] Proposed the SpatialSpark which supports indexed spatial joins based on point-in-polygon test and point-to-polyline distance computation and has been designed for large-scale spatial join query processing in Cloud.

Bulk loading

Another way forward for managing large spatial dataset is by the use of bulk loading methods. Since most spatial applications are based on write once read many access model according to [65], the large amounts of spatial data could be quickly imported into storage systems for rapid deployment of spatial information services. However, bulk-loading of spatial data is time-consuming and cannot satisfy the desire of the applications dealing with massive spatial data as such, the parallel technique of bulk loading is proposed by [66], it is designed to accelerate the processing of spatial data bulk loading for building tree-based in parallel. Bulk-loading spatial data using the popular MapReduce framework is intended overcome the problems associated with parallel bulk-loading of tree-based indexes which has
the disadvantage that the quality of produced spatial index decrease considerably as the parallelism increases [67].

5 DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION:

5.1 Discussion

Some benefits of improving multidimensional data structures:

Spatial data are used in almost all research field that needs to illustrate multidimensional data. And recent studies has shown that processing large spatial data requires the efficacy and knowledge of parallel computing. Parallel computing is more beneficial as against its sequential counterpart that is why parallelization promises a better solution to a variety of tough computational problems.

Some benefits that comes with constantly improving the performance of multidimensional data structures include:

a) Increased speed of informational retrieval
b) Improved accuracy and precision
c) Ease of data manipulation and maintenance
d) Improved efficiency

5.2 Conclusion

This research has focused on the nature and characteristics of big/large spatial entities/objects with respect to their spatial attribute and non-spatial attribute. The work also described the current modelling, querying and implementing techniques for large spatial datasets using advanced and state of the art technologies. We outlined the current challenges facing the management of large spatial dataset and also presented latest technologies and future prospect for handling or analysing large spatial datasets. In addition, we have reviewed a selection of spatial data theory and methods as an extension of the methods for handling big classical data.

Big spatial data can be seen as a set of structured or unstructured datasets with enormous data volumes that cannot be easily captured, stored, manipulated, analyse and managed. Based on these, we have suggested some possible ways of improving the management of large spatial datasets.

- Design new spatial indexing and algorithms to handle the complex nature of real-time analytics for geographical data.
- Design methods that explore spontaneous and explanatory relationships.
- Build efficient methods for data visualization
- Develop approaches for error propagation
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